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ABSTRACT The translocon is a protein-conducting channel conserved over all domains of life that serves to translocate
proteins across or into membranes. Although this channel has been well studied for many years, the recent discovery of a high-
resolution crystal structure opens up new avenues of exploration. Taking advantage of this, we performed molecular dynamics
simulations of the translocon in a fully solvated lipid bilayer, examining the translocation abilities of monomeric SecYEb by
forcing two helices comprised of different amino acid sequences to cross the channel. The simulations revealed that the so-
called plug of SecYEb swings open during translocation, closing thereafter. Likewise, it was established that the so-called pore
ring region of SecYEb forms an elastic, yet tight, seal around the translocating oligopeptides. The closed state of the channel
was found to block permeation of all ions and water molecules; in the open state, ions were blocked. Our results suggest that
the SecYEb monomer is capable of forming an active channel.

INTRODUCTION

As proteins are being synthesized by the ribosome, many of

them require insertion into a membrane or transport across it.

In the case of eukaryotes, this is the membrane of the endo-

plasmic reticulum where proteins are often initially stored;

in prokaryotes, it is the cytoplasmic membrane. To accom-

plish the translocation, a membrane-protein complex, called

SecYEG in bacteria, SecYEb in archaea, and Sec61 in

eukaryotes, is used. This complex, the so-called translocon,

is able to recognize whether a protein belongs in the membrane

or outside it, placing it in the appropriate location (1–4).

Structurally, the translocon is a heterotrimeric protein

complex. The first two subunits, known respectively as the

a- and g-subunits, show significant sequence conservation

across all domains of life. However, the third b-subunit has

little similarity to bacteria and archaea/eukaryotes and, in

fact, is not necessary for cell viability (1,5). The structure of

the translocon taken from the archaeon Methanococcus
jannaschii, SecYEb (SecY corresponding to the a-subunit,

SecE to g, and Secb to b), was recently solved by x-ray

crystallography at a resolution of 3.5 Å (5). The structure is

shown in Fig. 1.

How the translocon actually places the nascent protein in

the correct destination is still unclear. It is known that an

N-terminal signal sequence is necessary for recognition by

the channel (see, for example, Matlack et al. (1), Holland (3),

Rapoport et al. (6), and Plath et al. (7)). This sequence is

seen, through cross-linking experiments, to intercalate

between helices 2b and 7 of the a-subunit (7,8), suggested

by some to cause the channel to open, readying it for

translocation of a water-soluble protein (9,10). The translo-

cation requires the motion of a small helix, 2a, that, in the

crystal structure, blocks the channel like a plug (see Fig. 1).

This scenario provides a model for translocation of globular

proteins, but how do proteins enter the membrane? One

suggestion stipulates that the translocon has a lateral gate,

located between helices 2b/3 and 7/8, through which poly-

peptides can move into the surrounding lipid phase; as

recognized previously, the gate is the only location relatively

free of lateral obstruction (5).

The translocon does not operate as the singular element

required for protein localization but rather works with a large

number of associated proteins. For instance, the driving force

for the protein entering the translocon usually comes from a

channel partner, the ribosome for cotranslational transloca-

tion or SecA for bacterial posttranslational translocation.

Early experiments seemed to indicate that when the channel

partner binds to the translocon, it makes close contact with

the pore entrance, even possibly forming a seal (9,11).

However, electron microscopy structures of a ribosome

associated with the channel show a gap between them (12–

17). If there is such a gap, how then are small molecules or

ions prevented from crossing the pore? At the narrowest

point of the mostly hydrophilic channel in SecY, there is a

ring of hydrophobic residues that could act as a seal around

the translocating polypeptide (5). If this is the case, flexibility

as well as its ability to close on a translocating peptide are

both important features. Studies have shown that disulfide-

bonded loops (18) as well as large side-chain residues (19)

are able to cross the translocon, indicating that some flexi-

bility exists.

Although less characterized in archaea, known channel

partners include SecDF homologs as well as signal pepti-

dases (4). In eukaryotes and bacteria, a larger number of

associated proteins has been discovered although the precise

association with the channel is often unknown. Examples

include in eukaryotes a signal peptidase, the oligosaccharyl

transferase complex (OST), the translocating chain-associated

membrane protein (TRAM), and the translocon-associated
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protein complex (TRAP) (6,16,20). The association if not

function of these channel partners is beginning to come into

focus due to improved imaging such as recent low resolution

structures of TRAP seen with the translocon (16).

The role of oligomerization has also come into question

due to the new monomer structure. Although known to exist

as a dimer or tetramer in nature (12–15,21–24), it was orig-

inally believed that the association of monomers formed the

functional channel (12,13,21,25) with a pore size of 40–60 Å

(26). The crystal structure suggests, however, that a mon-

omer can form the functional channel. Evidence for this is

seen, for example, in experiments with detergent-solubilized

SecA/SecYEG where a single copy of each is seen associated

with a preprotein (24,27) as well as in an experiment dem-

onstrating that the signal sequence can be cross-linked to

residues in the center of a single SecY protein (28). However, a

front-to-front arrangement of the dimer (with the lateral gates

facing each other) has also been proposed that could allow for a

larger pore to form (17). There is evidence, though, for a back-

to-back model, such as a two-dimensional electron density

map of a SecYEG dimer which, when docked with the three-

dimensional structure, shows a back-to-back association with

the transmembrane portions of SecE closest together (5).

Cysteine cross-linking between SecEs also agrees with this

arrangement (29). This would also keep the lateral gate

exposed to the lipids as opposed to the other arrangement

which would block it and, thus, require more complex motions

for membrane insertion of proteins. The purpose of oligomer-

ization in this arrangement has been suggested to be cooper-

ative interactions between subunits that may alter the structure

slightly, moving the plug farther out and widening the gap

between helices 2b and 7, thereby ‘‘priming’’ it for translo-

cation (30,31).

In this report, we present, to our knowledge, the first all-

atom molecular dynamics simulations of SecYEb in a fully

solvated lipid bilayer. We explore the system in an equili-

brated state without restraints. We also test the translocation

abilities of the channel by pulling different polypeptides in

helical form through the channel. With this, we see how the

channel reacts to different amino acid sequences as well as

how well the structure responds to this disturbance. We then

simulate how the structure relaxes after the translocation.

Finally, we examine a possible dimer arrangement.

METHODS

System assembly

The coordinates of the protein SecYEb were obtained from the Protein Data

Bank (PDB code 1RHZ) (5). The seven histidine residues (five in SecY, one

each in SecE and Secb) were singly protonated, making the residue neutral

overall. No histidine residues are present inside the pore. Missing hydrogen

atoms were added with the Psfgen plug-in of the Visual Molecular

Dynamics (VMD) program (32). Missing residues (1, 434–436 of SecY; 1,

67–73 of SecE; 1–20, 53 of Secb), all terminal, were not reconstructed.

The resulting structure was placed in a preequilibrated POPC bilayer

membrane using the VMD plug-in Membrane by aligning hydrophilic

residues with the lipid headgroups or membrane exterior and the hydro-

phobic surface with the interior of the bilayer. The location of the protein in

the lipid bilayer agreed with that suggested in van den Berg et al. (5). Lipids

overlapping the protein were removed. The lipid-protein combination was

then solvated above and below the rectangular membrane patch using the

FIGURE 1 Simulated system of SecYEb in a lipid bilayer/water environment. SecYEb is shown in cartoon representation with SecY, SecE, and Secb

colored in gray, orange, and ochre, respectively. The plug, transmembrane domain 2a of SecY (residues Ile55 to Gly65) is presented in red, and TM2b (residues

Gly76 to Ser91) and TM7 (residues Asn256 to Gly280) are shown in green (both also of SecY). The lipids are seen in yellow licorice representation with the

phosphorus, nitrogen, and an oxygen of the headgroup highlighted as spheres colored in tan, blue, and red, respectively. The water box is drawn in transparent

blue surface representation. (A) Side view of the simulated system. To display the protein more clearly, some lipids and water molecules have been removed,

leaving a flat outward face. (B) Top view of the simulated system. The top solvation layer has been removed.
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VMD plug-in Solvate. Water molecules inside the pore were removed along

with any water placed between the bilayer and the protein. Finally, the VMD

plug-in Autoionize was used to add Na1 and Cl� ions at a concentration

of 50 mM; the overall system was electrically neutral. At completion, the

system consisted of 106,679 atoms including 251 lipids, 21,520 water

molecules, 5 sodium ions, and 21 chloride ions. The preequilibration size

was 111 3 109 3 106.5 Å3. The fully equilibrated system is shown in Fig. 1.

Molecular dynamics simulation

Simulations were performed using the parallel molecular dynamics program

NAMD 2.5 along with the CHARMM27 force field for protein and lipids as

well as the TIP3P model for water (33,34). Electrostatic interactions were

evaluated based on a multiple-time-stepping algorithm where bonded inter-

actions were computed every 1 fs, short-range nonbonded electrostatic and

van der Waals interactions (12 Å cutoff with a smooth switching function

beginning at 10 Å) every 2 fs, and long-range interactions every 4 fs. To

compute long-range electrostatic interactions, the particle-mesh Ewald (PME)

method was used with grid points no more than ;1 Å apart. Simulations

were performed on a variety of platforms including 128 1.6 GHz Itanium 2

processors with performance of ;4.5 ns/day.

Constant temperature control, when used, involved Langevin dynamics

coupled to all atoms except hydrogens with a 5 ps�1 damping coefficient

(except when otherwise noted). When constant pressure was assumed, it was

held at 1 atm by a Nose-Hoover Langevin piston with a decay period of 100

fs and a damping time of 50 fs.

All simulations employed periodic boundary conditions. The distance

between protein images in adjacent periodic cells was never ,17 Å and

through the majority of simulations was ;30 Å in all directions. When the

system was held at constant pressure, a flexible cell was used, allowing the

dimensions to vary independently.

System equilibration

The system was equilibrated in multiple steps over the course of 5 ns to most

efficiently relax it. This step of our simulation will be collectively denoted

here as simulation sim0. For the first part, ‘‘melting’’ of the lipid tails only

was allowed and all other atoms were harmonically restrained to their

original positions with a force constant of 2 kcal/(mol Å2). This phase

consisted of 2000 steps of energy minimization and 0.5 ns of dynamics in the

NVT ensemble. Throughout simulation sim0, the temperature was held at

300 K.

In a second step, the protein backbone was restrained to its crystallo-

graphic position with a force constant of 2 kcal/(mol Å2) whereas every-

thing else was freed. This simulation, carried out in the NpT ensemble, was

comprised of 1000 steps of energy minimization and 1 ns of dynamics. For

the first 250 ps, water was pushed out of the pore and lipid tail region to

allow the lipids to pack together and surround the protein. The remaining

750 ps had no extraneous forces on the water other than those used to control

pressure and temperature.

The third and final step freed the backbone and allowed the entire system

to equilibrate. This step lasted 3.5 ns in the NpT ensemble after another 1000

steps of minimization. The equilibrated system had a final size of 98.6 3

99.2 3 103.4 Å3.

For simulations sim1, sim1a, and sim2, the polypeptide of interest, a

deca-alanine helix for simulations sim1 and sim1a and a 19 amino acid

alanine/leucine helix for simulation sim2, was placed near the top of the

channel, oriented along the z axis, attempting to place it in line with the plug

while avoiding steric clashes with nearby SecYEb. At this position, the

polypeptide’s backbone was restrained with a 2 kcal/(mol Å2) force constant

for 1000 steps of minimization and 500 ps of dynamics. This allowed the

water and protein to properly adapt to the introduction of the translocating

helix. These short 0.5 ns equilibration steps were carried out in the NpT

ensemble, whereas the further pulling simulations, sim1, sim1a, and sim2,

were done in the NV ensemble, attempting to avoid any perturbations of the

measured forces due to temperature or pressure control. The final simu-

lations, sim3 and sim4, were again equilibration simulations and were

carried out in the NpT ensemble.

Dimer assembly

A simulation (sim5) has also been performed to investigate the effect of

oligomerization on protein translocation through SecYEb. For this purpose,

a dimer of SecYEb was built in a back-to-back arrangement as seen in van

den Berg et al. (5) and Bostina et al. (31) based on cryo-electron densities

(22). In sim5, the two residues Ile50, one from each SecE, were placed close

together (;10 Å apart) in accordance with the efficient cross-linking seen in

a previous experiment (29). The system was solvated and neutralized ex-

actly as before for the monomer system except the ion concentration was

increased to 100 mM. The system was equilibrated for 5 ns, in a manner

similar to sim0 (see above).

Steered molecular dynamics

Steered molecular dynamics (SMD) is used in simulations sim1 and sim2 to

pull a helix through the SecYEb channel (35–40). In these cases, constant

velocity SMD was employed. The method is implemented by means of an

imaginary point traveling at constant velocity to which the center of mass of

the atoms being pulled is coupled by a spring. The force is computed using

F ¼ �k½z� ðz0 1 vtÞ�; (1)

which has been adapted from Isralewitz et al. (38) for pulling in the �z

direction. This force is then distributed over all atoms involved, weighted by

their masses.

Analysis

The root mean-square deviation (RMSD) was calculated using VMD. For

each frame of the trajectory (taken every picosecond), the RMSD was

computed based on the positions of the backbone atoms of SecYEb as

compared to their original crystallographic positions, after performing a

best-fit alignment of each pair of structures.

The program HOLE was used to calculate local channel radii (41). HOLE

maximizes the radii of spheres at various positions (in 0.5 Å increments)

along the channel axis, using a Monte Carlo simulated annealing technique.

For atom sizes, the AMBER van der Waals radii were used (42).

The center of mass of the backbone of deca-alanine and that of the last six

residues of the 19 residue alanine/leucine helix and the force required to

translocate them were tracked through simulations sim1 and sim2, respec-

tively. In both cases, the data were adjusted, subtracting any center-of-mass

motion of the lipid bilayer (motion of the bilayer implies motion of

SecYEb). The data were also shifted such that zero on the graph corresponds

to the starting position of deca-alanine in sim1. Data points were taken every

100 fs and then averaged over every 5 ps and 10 ps for sim1 and sim2,

respectively. Fluctuations in the force before averaging were on the order of

250 pN at most. All molecular images were prepared using VMD (32).

RESULTS

The results presented here are based on simulations sum-

marized in Table 1. We describe first the equilibrated protein/

lipid bilayer/water system. We then discuss the simulations

translocating a deca-alanine helix as well as an alanine/leucine

helix across SecYEb. We follow with the simulated relaxation

of SecYEb after translocation where we demonstrate the
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protein’s ability to return to its equilibrium structure. Finally,

we conclude with a simulation of a SecYEb dimer, examining

the effects of dimerization on individual monomers.

Equilibration analysis

The equilibrated system was analyzed as resulting from

simulation sim0 (see Table 1). We calculated the RMSD of

the protein backbone as compared to the crystal structure

over the entire 5 ns equilibration (see Fig. 2). After the initial

restraints are released (see Methods), the RMSD climbs to

a value of ;2 Å before stabilizing. There were no large

deformations of the protein observed during this simulation;

the most noticeable changes involve the two loops in the

cytoplasmic region (see Supplementary Fig. 5). The protein

definitely appears stable after equilibration.

We also examined the lipid packing both within the

membrane itself and around the protein. By monitoring the

penetration of water molecules into the lipid bilayer during

the simulation, we determined how well the lipids stay

together. Water molecules were not found to penetrate

between lipids past the headgroups. Also no water molecules

were seen at the hydrophobic protein-membrane interface.

The channel itself does permit the entrance of water mol-

ecules from the trans or cis sides. However, none traverse

the channel entirely during equilibration (simulation sim0).

In fact, water molecules are seen to come close to the pore

ring (Ile75, Val79, Ile170, Ile174, Ile260, Leu406) (5), but no per-

meation events were observed. This was also confirmed by

monitoring the positions of each water molecule over time.

No water molecule is observed farther inward than the gating

plug (helix 2a). Both pore and plug seem to be capable of

blocking the channel from at least the flow of water.

Although the same can be said for ions, the ion concentration

was not sufficient to provide enough opportunities to ex-

amine ions near the pore. Channel crossing by ions and water

molecules will be explored below for simulations sim1–

sim4. Also, to better explore ion behavior, we repeated

simulations sim1 and sim3 out to more than 9 ns at a higher

ion concentration (increased from 50 mM to 150 mM).

Further details are provided in the Supplementary Material.

Translocation of deca-alanine

After equilibration, the first simulation tested the response

of SecYEb to the introduction of deca-alanine, induced into

crossing the channel. Deca-alanine, a stable helix in hydro-

phobic environments but not in an aqueous environment

(43), was chosen for its size and uniformity (;8.5 Å in dia-

meter, 20 Å long, measured between atom centers). It was

also chosen for its general hydrophobic character; the signal

sequence of nascent proteins generally includes a small

hydrophobic helix (7). The simulation, sim1, was performed

at constant velocity using SMD (see Methods). The center of

mass of the deca-alanine backbone was pulled at .05 Å/ps in

the �z direction with a large spring constant (k¼ 5 kcal/(mol

Å2), ÆDzæthermal ¼ .35 Å) ensuring the helix followed the

constraint closely. To counter the applied force, the lipid

headgroups were restrained to their initial center-of-mass

position in the z direction with a spring constant of 7 kcal/

(mol Å2). Sim1 was run for 1.4 ns, allowing deca-alanine to

traverse the entire channel; a longer simulation, sim1a

(described below), was also run for 7.4 ns. Snapshots of

simulation sim1 are shown in Fig. 3.

We first examined the behavior of the helix itself. One of

the most notable features observed in sim1 is that deca-

alanine did not move purely in the z direction, even though it

was originally positioned directly above the plug (Fig. 3 A).

Instead it followed a curved path through SecY. The center

of mass of the helix deviated from a straight path by as much

as 3.5 Å in the plane of the membrane at the center of the

pore and up to 5.5 Å near the exit. We also observed the helix

to partially unfold over the course of the simulation (Fig. 3, B
and C). The leading turn of the helix unfolds first at ;0.6 ns.

Although the forces placed on deca-alanine certainly

contribute to this, we can also not discount the fact that

TABLE 1 List of the simulations performed. Simulations sim0

through sim5 are described in the text; simulations sim6

through sim11 are described in Supplementary Material

Label Length (ns) Description

Sim0 5.0 Equilibration of system

Sim1 1.4 SMD simulation with deca-alanine

Sim1a 7.4 SMD simulation with deca-alanine

Sim2 1.9 SMD simulation with alanine/leucine helix

Sim3 3.6 Relaxation continuing from sim1

Sim4 3.1 Relaxation continuing from sim2

Sim5 5.0 Equilibration of back-to-back dimer

FIGURE 2 Time dependence of the RMSD of the simulated system. The

RMSD relative to the crystal structure (calculated for the protein backbone)

is shown for simulation sim0 (see Table 1). Three stages of the simulation

corresponding to different harmonic restraints (see Methods) are clearly

discernable through jumps seen at t ¼ 0 ns, t ¼ 0.5 ns, and t ¼ 1.5 ns.
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deca-alanine does not normally form stable helices in water

(see Levy et al. (43) and references therein). Perhaps the

most intriguing behavior of the translocating helix, though, is

that it flips 180� near the beginning of the channel. Although

this is not always observed (including in other simulations

involving deca-alanine), here we see it happen due to inter-

actions of the last two residues of deca-alanine with nearby

residues of SecY, including specifically a highly conserved

arginine, Arg104. Both hydrophobic as well as charge-dipole

interaction between the two residues were present. This

behavior could be due just to the initial starting position for

deca-alanine, though Arg104 is positioned prominently at the

mouth of the pore, suggesting a role as a binding site for

channel partners or other proteins.

Blocking the translocation pathway is the ‘‘plug’’, a small

helix (helix 2a, approximately residues Ile55 to Gly65) of

;10 residues connected to the larger body of SecY by two

long coils (Fig. 3 A). Positioned approximately halfway

through the channel, it has been proposed that the plug can be

induced to move out of the pore into the periplasm, thereby

leaving the channel in an open state (5,30). Due to the force

of the translocating deca-alanine, the plug moved out of the

pore allowing the deca-alanine to pass. This occurs without

deformation of helix 2a or the rest of SecY; the coils allow

the plug to pivot approximately about 2 glycine residues on

opposite sides of the helix (Gly49 and Gly68). The final

location of the helix can be seen in Fig. 3 C. Cysteine

replacement experiments in Escherichia coli demonstrated

that a residue in the plug can form a disulfide bridge in vivo

with a residue in SecE (44). In sim1, we saw a general

tendency of the plug to move toward SecE. At the point of

closest approach, the plug and SecE were separated by

;7.35 Å (between residues Ile55 in SecY and Lys66 in SecE).

This is in contrast to the residues used in experiment; there,

the bridge formed between residue 61 of SecY and residue

64 of SecE (both adjusted for their positions in M.
jannaschii) (44). One can see in Fig. 3 C, though, that the

plug is pushed quite far into the periplasm by the deca-

alanine. In other simulations, the plug does not always move

this far along the channel axis (see, for example, simulation

sim2 below).

When the plug is no longer blocking the channel, some-

thing should still help prevent the flow of ions or other small

solutes during translocation. Filling this role is the pore ring,

located at the narrowest part of the channel. With residues

located on multiple helices, we found the pore ring has the

ability to expand and contract to control the passage of poly-

peptides. Deca-alanine was able to pass through the ring

while maintaining a mostly helical character. The ring

expanded from its original size of ;3.5–5.5 Å to a size of

7–12 Å (the pore was not uniformly circular, so dimensions

varied), large enough to accommodate even the full helix as

shown in Fig. 3 B. To determine the quality of the seal

around the deca-alanine, we counted the number of water

molecules that crossed the pore ring during translocation.

Following the helix closely were 10 water molecules

crossing in the translocation direction. No ions came near

the pore ring during the translocation. It has been suggested

that flexible loops between helices 4 and 5 along with loops

between helices 9 and 10 contribute to the ability of the pore

ring to expand (5). We found, however, that the greatest

motion occurred in helices 2b and 7. Given the asymmetric

FIGURE 3 Translocation of deca-alanine through SecYEb. The figure shows the results of simulation sim1 (see Table 1). The representation and coloring of

SecY, SecE, and Secb is the same as in Fig. 1 with the exception that SecE and Secb are rendered transparent. The plug (TM2a of SecY, residues Ile55 to Gly65)

is shown in red. (A) Front view of SecYEb and deca-alanine at t ¼ 0. Deca-alanine is shown in blue cartoon representation together with its (transparent)

surface and is positioned on the cytoplasmic side of SecYEb before translocation. (B) Top view of the SecYEb-deca-alanine system at t¼ 0.8 ns. The pore ring

(residues Ile75, Val79, Ile170, Ile174, Ile260, and Leu406 of SecY), expanded from its equilibrium (t ¼ 0) state, is shown in surface representation colored yellow

with deca-alanine passing through it. Deca-alanine is partially unfolded at this point. (C) Final state of translocation (t¼ 1.4 ns). The plug has been pushed out

into the solvent, and deca-alanine is seen unfolded next to the plug.
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motion of the translocating polypeptide toward this side of

the pore, this is not surprising, though differently sized or

shaped polypeptides may disturb the pore in other ways.

Although the pore ring appears broken in Fig. 3 B, we found

that other residues not directly involved in the pore ring

contributed to maintaining the translocation seal; specifi-

cally, Leu261, Ile257, Ile410, Val178, and Ile78 near the primary

pore ring residues play such a role (see Supplementary

Fig. 6). Four of these side groups, indeed, are well conserved

across many species, at least in their hydrophobic character;

the exception is Ile78, which is a tyrosine in some species. A

similar suggestion that residues not originally defined as

part of the pore ring play a role in maintaining the seal

was also made recently based on the results of homology

modeling (31).

We also measured the force placed on deca-alanine to en-

force its translocation through the course of simulation sim1,

shown in Fig. 4. The forces are large but in the expected

range. For example, for the glycerol channel GlpF, forces on

the order of 500 pN were encountered when translocation

was enforced on a similar timescale, the forces acting how-

ever on a much smaller substrate in a constitutively open

channel (unpublished work from the study in Jensen et al.

(45)). However, because our simulation is far from in vivo

conditions where translocation most likely occurs on the

order of seconds (46), interpretation of specific quantities

requires much caution. Since the plug lies immediately after

the pore ring, it is difficult to say what contributions the plug

and pore ring make to the total force profile. We attempted to

examine their contributions separately in two new simula-

tions. In the first one, described in the Supplementary Ma-

terial (sim9), we pulled the plug out at the same (.05 Å/ps)

speed without a translocating polypeptide. The maximum

force required to remove the plug from the pore in this sim-

ulation was 1750 pN. Starting with this state, i.e., with the

plug outside the pore, we performed another simulation (also

described in the Supplementary Material) where deca-

alanine was pulled through the channel and the force re-

quired measured. The maximum force in this simulation, at

the pore ring, was nearly 1800 pN. Comparing this again to

the quantities seen in Fig. 4, it is clear that the pore ring

represents a large fraction of the peak force initially. Given

the proximity of the plug to the pore ring, it is surprising that

the maximum force is not somewhere closer to the sum of the

two maxima, i.e., on the order of 3000 pN or more, instead of

just 2200 pN; in fact, after deca-alanine clears the pore ring,

the plug only represents a barrier of ;1200 pN, although we

cannot presume this is the largest barrier presented by the

plug in sim1.

In analyzing these two events, namely opening the pore

ring and displacing the plug, we first realized that opening

the pore ring requires displacing four helices against the

lateral pressure of the rest of the protein and membrane.

Hydrophobic effects also play a role in opening the pore ring

where the residues can become exposed to solvent. In

contrast, the displacement of the plug is affected by solvent

pressure but also by interactions with the central part of the

pore; the disturbance caused by the translocating polypeptide

could adversely affect these interactions that serve to hold

the plug in place. In fact, it has been previously suggested

that a bound signal sequence can cause the channel to open

by destabilizing interactions of the plug with the larger body

of SecY (5). We see in our results something similar to this

suggestion, namely that the force required to cross the chan-

nel is less than the combined force required to open the two

elements, the plug and pore ring, individually, suggesting that

opening the pore ring destabilizes the plug.

In running a longer simulation, sim1a, we found results

similar to those for sim1, although the speed was reduced by

a factor of five. The path through the channel was the same;

FIGURE 4 Force profile along the SecYEb translocation pathway.

(Bottom) Force versus distance along the z axis for simulations sim1,

sim1a, and sim2 shown in blue, black, and red, respectively. The shaded area

represents the location of the hydrophobic core of the membrane. (Top) Side

cut of SecY from a representative simulation shown in surface represen-

tation. The channel is positioned sideways with the cytoplasmic side to the

left and the periplasmic side to the right. The scale of the figure corresponds

to that of the channel distance shown and the dashed lines correlate specific

positions between the top and bottom. Highlighted are the pore ring (yellow)

as well as the plug (red). TM2b and TM7 are shown in green. The figure

shows a snapshot of the channel during a translocation event. The pore is

represented in blue and was calculated by the program HOLE (see Methods).
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also, deca-alanine still unfolds partially when encountering

the pore ring. The force profile, seen in Fig. 4 was similar,

except it was reduced by ;30%. Overall, the system was

disturbed less (the RMSD of the protein is shown in Sup-

plementary Fig. 8) with the exception of the plug. Increased

interactions (specifically, a ‘‘dragging’’ force between deca-

alanine and the side of the plug as opposed to the ‘‘pushing’’

force also seen) caused it to unfold partially, however not in a

way that affects the channel’s function.

Translocation of an alanine/leucine helix

In another SMD simulation, sim2, we translocated through

SecYEb a 19 amino acid alanine/leucine helix with the se-

quence ALAALALAALAALALAALA, from here on re-

ferred to as AL19. This sequence was chosen based on its

known affinity for membrane insertion; although deca-

alanine is hydrophobic, it actually is not likely to be inserted

into the membrane’s hydrophobic core (47). Sim2 was

performed at the same constant velocity as sim1. The helix

was positioned slightly off center in relation to the z axis

running through the center of the plug. This was necessary to

avoid steric clashes given the bulkier side chains of leucine

as compared to alanine. The center of mass of the a-carbons

of the last six residues was pulled at .05 Å/ps in the �z
direction. The spring constants chosen for this simulation

were 3 kcal/(mol Å2) for AL19 and 5 kcal/(mol Å2)

restraining the lipid headgroups. Sim2 was run for 1.9 ns.

Like deca-alanine in sim1, AL19 unfolds during the

translocation process, but it does so more quickly. Unfolding

began at 0.6 ns and then continued until the entire helix was

unfolded by 1.3 ns. The pore ring appears to be the primary

cause for the unfolding. Although AL19 as constructed is

rather stable as a helix in water (see the Supplementary

Material), its larger size (as compared to deca-alanine) leads

to more steric clashes with the surrounding protein. Also,

because of the unfolding of AL19, the pore ring does not

expand as much as in sim1. The pore reached a maximum

diameter of between 6 and 10.5 Å. The greatest movement

for pore ring residues involved Val79, located on helix 2b of

SecY. Looking at water permeation of the pore ring, we see a

similar number as before: 22 water molecules followed AL19

through the pore ring (no ion permeation occurred). Motion of

the plug near the end of sim2 was not as pronounced as in

sim1. Whereas in sim1 the plug moved 23 Å in the z direc-

tion away from the main body of SecY, in sim2, it moved

only 7.5 Å in this direction. Due to its unfolding, AL19 does

not make as broad a contact with the plug as deca-alanine,

thereby mostly pushing the plug down and to the side instead

of farther out into the solvent. The plug still remains a helix

throughout the translocation process. Looking at contact

with SecE, we actually see a closer approach of the plug as

compared to sim1 with, at minimum, 4.6 Å separating res-

idue Ile55 of the plug of SecY and residue Lys62 of SecE.

Supplementary Fig. 7 shows the movement of the plug

during this simulation.

We also examined the interactions between the trans-

locating polypeptide and SecY. We had noticed a tendency

of deca-alanine in sim1 to move along a curved path; such a

path also materialized for AL19 as shown in Fig. 5. This path

leads the translocating AL19 near helices 2b and 7 of SecY,

the proposed signal sequence recognition center as well as

the lateral gate (5). In Fig. 5 A, even before translocation the

channel can be seen to form a pocket between helices 2b and

7. Therefore, we propose that steric effects are routing signal

sequences to this area of the protein, the evident recognition

FIGURE 5 Dynamics of pore formation in SecYEb. Shown are results of simulation sim2 (see Table 1). Helices TM2b and TM7 are highlighted in green in

surface representation; the SecY plug (see Fig. 1) is shown in red cartoon representation, whereas the rest of the protein is shown in transparent surface

representation in the same colors as in Fig. 1. Blue spheres indicate the local pore radii as calculated by the program HOLE (see Methods). The center of the

translocating helix is shown as a black sphere. (A) Channel state at t¼ 0. The blue spheres indicate the channel is closed at this stage, both by the pore ring and

the plug. (B) Channel state at t ¼ 1 ns. The pore is widened by the translocating helix; however the plug still partially blocks the channel. (C) Channel state at

t ¼ 1.9 ns. The plug is no longer blocking the channel. In all cases, the pore (blue) is directly adjacent to TM2b and TM7.
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site. We also see strong interactions between AL19 and

helices 2b and 7 during translocation. Looking again at Fig.

4, why then is a lower maximum force required to pull AL19

through the channel as compared to deca-alanine? This is

likely due to the early unfolding of AL19 as compared to

deca-alanine; the pore ring opens more easily for the smaller

(by lateral area) AL19. The difference in length also becomes

clear in the last third of the simulation; the force required to

pull AL19 through remains high compared to pulling deca-

alanine through which, at the same center-of-mass position,

has nearly exited the channel.

In experimental studies, translocating polypeptides as well

as signal sequences have been successfully cross-linked

to the lipid phase (7,48). Based on this, the suggested mech-

anism for membrane protein insertion strongly favors

protein/lipid interactions (47,49–52). Experimental studies

have shown that the probability for membrane insertion

of certain amino acid sequences corresponds well to the

previously determined Wimley-White free energy scale for

amino acids in membranes, suggesting that direct interaction

with the lipid phase is the determining factor for insertion

(47,53). From our results, it seems clear that some protein/

protein interaction occurs at least initially; whether this is

still the case after signal sequence binding is indeterminate.

We examined how close AL19 came to the hydrophobic

lipid tails and found the closest approach was ;7.6 Å, not

sufficient to say the polypeptide truly samples the bilayer

core. However given the large pulling velocities, AL19 had

inadequate time to potentially diffuse toward lipid.

In support of the necessity of signal sequence interac-

tions with helices 2b and 7 are studies of signal-sequence

suppression mutants of SecY, also known as prl (protein

localization) mutants (described in the review by Veenendaal

et al. (2)). These prl mutants have specific residue changes,

many of which are found to be located in helix 7, that restore

the ability of the translocon to allow the passing of newly

formed proteins with defective signal sequences (54–57).

When we examined the translocation of AL19 (and to a

lesser degree, deca-alanine as well), we found interactions

with helix 7 included in particular hydrogen bonding with

four channel-facing residues: Asn256, Ile260, Ala264, and

Asn268, all corresponding to residues in E. coli that, when

mutated, negate the need for a signal sequence (54). It should

be noted, though, that prl mutants involving Ile260, a pore

ring residue, may not be related to recognition but rather to

channel opening (5).

Relaxation of states resulting from simulations
sim1 and sim2

In simulations sim3 and sim4, we returned again to equili-

bration simulations. Picking up immediately where sim1 and

sim2 left off (sim3 continuing sim1 and sim4 continuing

sim2), we removed deca-alanine and AL19 from each sim-

ulated system (the enforced constant pressure led water to fill

the empty space within picoseconds) and then continued

simulations out to 5 ns. Sim3 was 3.6 ns long and sim4 was

3.1 ns long. The goal was to see how well SecYEb returns to

its original configuration, a key ability for preserving mem-

brane integrity as well as for preparing the channel for ano-

ther translocation cycle.

The plug was the portion of the protein most drastically

affected by the previous simulations, evident by its location

outside the pore as shown in Fig. 6 A. We found in both sim3

and sim4 that the plug moved back into the pore at least a

large fraction of the way to its original position. In Fig. 6 C,

taken from sim3, the plug is shown to be blocking the

channel again although its orientation is slightly different.

What is not obvious from Fig. 6 is that the plug has not

retracted fully into the pore. In sim4, the opposite situation

is seen; the plug retracts farther into the channel along the

channel axis but less in the plane of the membrane. To

quantify this movement, we measured the distance between

the center of mass of the plug and the center of mass of the

rest of SecY (to avoid measuring any net motion of the whole

molecule). We found that the plug moved a maximum of

FIGURE 6 Relaxation of SecYEb after translocation shown in Fig. 4. The protein is viewed from the cytoplasmic side. Shown are the results of simulation

sim3 (see Table 1). The representation of the protein and plug is the same as in Fig. 1. (A) SecYEb, immediately after translocation of deca-alanine (sim1). The

plug is still outside the channel. (B) SecYEb, 1.4 ns after the translocation. The pore ring, shown in surface representation and colored yellow, is nearly closed.

(C) SecYEb 3.6 ns after helix translocation. The plug has retracted back into the channel, effectively blocking it again.
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25 Å and 9.5 Å in sim1 and sim2, respectively, away from

its equilibrium location. By the end of sim3 and sim4, the

plug had moved back such that it was only 13 Å and 4 Å,

respectively, away from its starting position, in each case a

reversal of ;50% of its total motion. However, the reversal

was not equally distributed; most of it occurred during the

first 1–2 ns after which period reversal was slow.

Our results based on sim1 and sim2 suggest the pore ring

to be critical for maintaining the cytoplasm/periplasm barrier.

Therefore, after the translocated polypeptide has left SecY, the

pore ring should quickly close to prevent other molecules from

passing across the membrane. This was found to be exactly the

case in sim3. Fig. 6 B shows an almost closed pore ring after

only 1.4 ns of relaxation in sim3. As another way to measure

pore ring closure, we counted ion and water permeation events

across the pore. As expected, we saw no ions cross the pore ring

in either simulation. When we measured water conduction for

sim3, we saw only three permeation events (all in the cyto-

plasmic direction). Because of its small size, deca-alanine

during sim1 had actually already left the pore ring a full 0.4 ns

before the end of the simulation, implying that the pore ring

closes within about a nanosecond. In contrast to this, sim4

showed 15 water molecules crossing in the cytoplasmic di-

rection and 12 toward the periplasm. Whereas AL19 in sim2

did not disturb the plug as much as deca-alanine did in sim1,

AL19 did disturb the helices surrounding the pore ring through

stronger interactions than deca-alanine did in sim1, possibly

explaining why the pore was slower to close.

We calculated the RMSD (relative to the crystal structure)

of the protein backbone for both pairs of simulations (sim1/3

and sim2/4) to monitor the overall change in the protein. The

result is shown in Fig. 7, the first 1.4 ns and 1.9 ns rep-

resenting sim1 and sim2, respectively, and the last 3.6 and

3.1 ns representing sim3 and sim4, respectively. The dif-

ference in maximal RMSD values is mainly due to the

difference in plug motion in sim1 and sim2. Simulations

sim1 and sim2 begin with an RMSD value of ;2 Å, the

RMSD at the end of sim0. Neither sim3 or sim4 relaxes

completely back to the equilibrium RMSD value, but each

decreases from its maximum RMSD by ;30%.

Simulation of a SecYEb dimer

A departure from the previous monomeric simulations,

simulation sim5 is utilized to investigate a possible dimeric

arrangement, the setup being described in Methods. The

back-to-back assembly of the SecYEb dimer was found to be

stable, except for a dramatic change in each plug that became

increasingly unstable. As shown in Fig. 8, there was both a

change in plug position as well as in plug secondary struc-

ture. Specifically, the RMSD of the plug, defined here as

residues 55–65, remained at ;1 Å for the monomer structure

(sim0) and assumed values of 2.25 Å and 3 Å for the two

monomers of the dimer (sim5).

Simulation sim5 shows a cooperative pairing in the dimer

where one monomer positively influences the other, prepar-

ing it for translocation through plug opening. This simulation

assumed a back-to-back arrangement of the dimer’s mono-

meric units; however, recent evidence can also be reconciled

with a front-to-front arrangement in which the lateral gates,

TMs 2b and 7, are aligned with each other (17). This ar-

rangement could improve the functionality of the channel,

allowing for a wider pore and preventing an influx of lipids

when the lateral gate is open but would require large motions

for placing membrane proteins into the bilayer.

DISCUSSION

Since the suggestion almost 30 years ago that a protein-

conducting channel exists in intracellular membranes, a large

body of data has been mounting in regard to what such a

channel is and how it functions. As has been the case for many

other proteins, the availability of a high resolution structure of

SecYEb has led to further insights, in particular permitting

molecular dynamics simulations. Following this path, we

have made some of the first explorations into the dynamical

function of this channel, examining structural stability, trans-

location, gating, and the role of oligomerization.

Our simulations offer support for the idea that the SecY

monomer can function as a translocation pore. During the

simulated translocation of small polypeptides induced by

pulling using SMD (see Methods), SecY showed flexibility

in accommodating a translocating protein without greatly

compromising its secondary and tertiary structure. We also

saw SecY to relax back toward its equilibrium structure after

a translocation event. The putative plug has been confirmed

in its role through its observed ability to leave the channel as

well as return. The pore ring is seen to provide a flexible, yet

tight seal during translocation; at ion concentrations from

FIGURE 7 Deformation of SecYEb during two translocation and relax-

ation cycles. Shown is the RMSD (in relation to the crystal structure) versus

time for the backbone of SecYEb in simulations sim1 and sim3 (shaded) and

simulations sim2 and sim4 (solid). Sim1 ends and sim3 begins at 1.4 ns,

whereas sim2 ends and sim4 begins at 1.9 ns.
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50 to 150 mM, no ion conduction across the channel was

observed, neither before, during, nor after a translocation

event. The simulations implicate new residues near the pore

ring in maintaining the necessary seal; future experiments

should confirm the role of these residues.

The purpose and nature of the observed oligomerization

of SecYEb remain unclear. Suggestions for the role of

multimers include beneficial interactions between mono-

mers as well as an increased number of binding sites for chan-

nel partners (5). The two conflicting models for the dimer,

specifically those having a back-to-back and a front-to-front

arrangement, are both supported by observation, yet another

altogether different arrangement might be relevant as well.

Our simulations offer evidence that a so-called back-to-back

arrangement can serve a functional purpose by destabilizing

the plug; such functionally relevant conformational changes

were also suggested elsewhere (30,31). It should be noted

that in both dimer models, in the case of cotranslational

translocation of soluble proteins (the focus of this study),

only one monomer serves as the active channel (17).

In future simulations, the role of various channel partners

present during translocation should be considered. Although

much can be learned from simulations of a single SecYEb,

one must be aware of factors that one cannot account for

currently, including larger conformational changes on time-

scales yet inaccessible to molecular dynamics. Binding of

channel partners such as the ribosome or SecA (in bacteria)

that insert the nascent protein could fundamentally change

the channel. In this respect, it has been suggested that the

ribosome performs recognition of aqueous or membrane

proteins and adjusts the translocon accordingly (58). Proteins

like TRAP which have been seen associated with the channel

(possibly more than one per channel) during translocation in

eukaryotes could not yet be implicated in particular functions

(16). Crystallographic structures of such proteins as well as

high resolution structures of oligomers would be of great

assistance in developing the larger picture of the protein

translocation process.

Our current results have demonstrated the applicability of

molecular dynamics simulations to SecYEb, acting as an

atomic resolution microscope into the channel’s dynamics

and paving the way for more detailed in silico investigations

of the translocon in the future. The next simulations should

examine the signal sequence/SecY interaction as well as the

structural changes involved in lateral gating.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

An online supplement to this article can be found by visiting

BJ Online at http://www.biophysj.org.

FIGURE 8 Back-to-back dimerization of

SecYEb. (A) Dimer of SecYEb viewed from the

periplasm. Each monomer is shown in the same

representation as in Fig. 1 with the exception of the

color scheme of the left monomer (blue for SecY,

yellow for SecE, and red for Secb). The plugs in

the dimer are without well-defined helical structure

and are shown in green. (B) Destabilization of the

plugs. The RMSD of the plugs (residues Ile55 to

Gly65) is shown after fitting the entire SecY to the

crystal structure at each point. Presented in black is

the RMSD for the plug of the monomer during

sim0 (see Table 1); shown in red and blue are the

RMSD values for each plug from the dimer as eval-

uated during simulation sim5.
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